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ABSTRACT
WD 1145+017 is a unique white dwarf system that has a heavily polluted atmosphere, an infrared excess from a
dust disk, numerous broad absorption lines from circumstellar gas, and changing transit features, likely from fragments
of an actively disintegrating asteroid. Here, we present results from a large photometric and spectroscopic campaign
with Hubble, Keck , VLT, Spitzer, and many other smaller telescopes from 2015 to 2018. Somewhat surprisingly, but
consistent with previous observations in the u’ band, the UV transit depths are always shallower than those in the
optical. We develop a model that can quantitatively explain the observed “bluing” and the main findings are: I. the
transiting objects, circumstellar gas, and white dwarf are all aligned along our line of sight; II. the transiting object is
blocking a larger fraction of the circumstellar gas than of the white dwarf itself. Because most circumstellar lines are
concentrated in the UV, the UV flux appears to be less blocked compared to the optical during a transit, leading to a
shallower UV transit. This scenario is further supported by the strong anti-correlation between optical transit depth
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and circumstellar line strength. We have yet to detect any wavelength-dependent transits caused by the transiting
material around WD 1145+017.
Keywords: circumstellar matter – minor planets, asteroids: general – stars: individual: WD 1145+017
– white dwarfs
∗ Deceased
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is evidence that planetary systems can be com-
mon and active around white dwarfs (e.g. Jura & Young
2014; Veras 2016). To-date, WD 1145+017 is the only
white dwarf that shows transit features of planetary
material, likely from an actively disintegrating aster-
oid (Vanderburg et al. 2015). The original K2 light
curves reveal at least six stable periods, all between 4.5-
5.0 hours, near the white dwarf tidal radius. Follow-up
photometric observations show that the system is ac-
tively evolving and the light curve changes on a daily
basis (Ga¨nsicke et al. 2016; Rappaport et al. 2016, 2017;
Gary et al. 2017). Likely, the transits are caused by
dusty fragments1 coming off the disintegrating asteroid
(Veras et al. 2017) and each piece is actively producing
dust for a few weeks to many months.
The basic parameters of WD 1145+017 are listed in
Table 1. Its photosphere is also heavily “polluted” with
elements heavier than helium; such pollution has been
observed in 25-50% of all white dwarfs (Zuckerman et al.
2003, 2010; Koester et al. 2014). At least 11 heavy el-
ements have been detected in its atmosphere and the
overall composition resembles that of the bulk Earth
(Xu et al. 2016). In addition, WD 1145+017 displays
strong infrared excess from a dust disk, which has been
observed around 40 other white dwarfs (Farihi 2016).
The standard model is that these disks are a result of
tidal disruption of extrasolar asteroids and atmospheric
pollution comes from accretion of the circumstellar ma-
terial (Jura 2003).
Another unique feature of WD 1145+017 is its ubiq-
uitous broad circumstellar absorption lines, which have
not been detected around any other white dwarfs
(Xu et al. 2016)2. They are broad (line widths
∼ 300 km s−1), asymmetric, and arise mostly from tran-
sitions with lower energy levels <3 eV above ground.
The circumstellar lines display short-term variability –
a reduction of absorption flux coinciding with the tran-
sit feature (Redfield et al. 2017; Izquierdo et al. 2018;
Karjalainen et al. 2019), as well as long-term variability
– they have evolved from being strongly red-shifted to
blue-shifted in a couple of years (Cauley et al. 2018).
The long-term variability can be explained by preces-
1 In this paper, we use the term “dusty fragments” to refer to
the material that is directly causing the transits. Likely, all these
dusty fragments come from one or several asteroid parent bodies
in orbit around WD 1145+017. But the asteroid itself is too small
to be directly detectable via transits.
2 Variable circumstellar emission features have been detected
around some dusty white dwarfs (e.g. Ga¨nsicke et al. 2006; Manser
et al. 2016; Dennihy et al. 2018).
Table 1. Basic Parameters of WD 1145+017
Parameter Ref
Coord (J2000) 11:48:33.6 +01:28:59.4
Spectral Type DBZA
V 17.0 mag
TWD 15020 ± 520 K (1)
log g 8.07 ± 0.05 (1)
MWD 0.63 ± 0.05 M (1)
Distance 141.7 ± 2.5 pc (2)
Note—(1) Izquierdo et al. (2018); (2) Gaia DR2
sion of an eccentric ring, either under general relativity
or by an external perturber.
The transiting fragments include dust particles and
observations at different wavelengths could constrain
their size and composition – the main motivation for
multi-wavelength photometric observations. Previous
studies show that the transit depths are the same from
V to J band (Alonso et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016; Croll
et al. 2017). Observations at Ks band and 4.5 µm have
revealed shallower transits than those in the optical (Xu
et al. 2018a). However, after correcting for the excess
emission from the dust disk, the transit depths become
the same at all the observed wavelengths. Under the
assumption of optically thin transiting material, the au-
thors conclude that there is a dearth of dust particles
smaller than 1.5 µm due to their short sublimation time
(Xu et al. 2018a).
The first detection of a color difference in WD 1145+017’s
transits is featured by a shallower u’-band transit (u’ -
r’ = -0.05 mag) using multi-band fast photometry from
ULTRACAM (Hallakoun et al. 2017). The authors have
demonstrated that limb darkening cannot reproduce the
observed difference in the transit depth and that dust
extinction is unlikely to be the mechanism either. Fi-
nally, they proposed that the most likely cause is the
reduced circumstellar gas absorption during transits be-
cause of the high concentration of circumstellar lines in
the u’ band. Due to the active nature of this system, si-
multaneous photometric and spectroscopic observations
are required to test this hypothesis.
In this paper, we report results from a large spec-
troscopic and photometric campaign of WD 1145+017
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the Keck Tele-
scope, the Very Large Telescope (VLT), Spitzer Space
Telescope, and several smaller telescopes. The main goal
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Figure 1. A representative UV and optical spectrum of
WD 1145+017 from HST/COS (top panel) and VLT/X-
SHOOTER (bottom panel). Also shown is a metal-free
helium-dominated white dwarf model (black solid line) with
parameters appropriate for WD 1145+017 (see Section 4).
In the COS wavelength region, there are many absorption
features and essentially no measured continuum.
is to understand the interplay between the transiting
fragments, dust disk, and circumstellar gas. This paper
is organized as follows. Observations and data reduc-
tion of the main dataset are presented in Section 2. The
light curves are analyzed in Section 3, which features
shallow 4.5 µm and UV transits. All the spectroscopic
analysis is presented in Section 4, where we found an
anti-correlation between the optical transit depth and
the strength of the circumstellar absorption lines. In
Section 5, we present a model that could quantitatively
explain the shallow UV transits from the change of cir-
cumstellar lines. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. UV photometry and spectroscopy
We were awarded observing time with the Cosmic
Origins Spectrograph (COS) onboard HST to observe
WD 1145+017 (program ID #14467, #14646, #15155)
a few times between 2016 and 2018. The observing log
is listed in Table 2. The G130M grating was used with a
central wavelength of 1291 A˚ and a wavelength coverage
of 1125 to 1440 A˚. To minimize the effect of fixed pat-
tern noise, we adopted different FP-POS steps for each
exposure (COS Instrument Handbook). As a result, the
wavelength coverage was slightly different in each expo-
sure. A representative COS spectrum, full of absorption
features, is shown in Fig. 1.
To extract the light curve from the time-tagged COS
observations, we used a Python library created under
the Archival Legacy Program (ID: # 13902, PI: J. Ely,
Table 2. Observing Log of Photometric Observations
Tel./Inst. λ (µm) Date (UT)
COS 0.13 Mar 28, 23:15 - Mar 29, 06:19, 2016
Meyer 0.48 Mar 28, 21:00 - Mar 29, 04:37, 2016
COS 0.13 Feb 17, 11:29 - Feb 18, 07:09, 2017
MuSCAT 0.48 Feb 18, 13:18 - Feb 18, 20:35, 2017
COS 0.13 Jun 6, 07:02 - Jun 7, 04:07, 2017
DCT 0.55 Jun 6, 03:35 - Jun 6, 05:32, 2017
IRAC 4.5 Apr 25, 10:15- Apr 25, 20:05, 2018
NASACam 0.55 Apr 25, 3:51 - Apr 25, 9:19, 2018
NASACam 0.55 Apr 26, 4:58 - Apr 26, 8:21, 2018
COS 0.13 Apr 30, 22:57 - May 1, 18:42, 2018
Perkins 0.65 Apr 29, 03:55 - May 1, 08:10, 2018
“The Light curve Legacy of COS and STIS”, see also
Sandhaus et al. 2016). This library begins with the
event-list datasets produced as part of a routine Cal-
COS reduction, and performs additional filtering, cali-
bration, and extraction in order to transform a spectral
dataset into the time domain sequence. This extraction
can be done with any time sampling and wavelength
ranges. Here, we selected the wavelength range that
was shared by all the FP-POS exposures at each epoch
and a time sampling of 30 sec. The light curve was nor-
malized by dividing by a constant, which is the average
flux of the out-of-transit light curve, as shown in Fig. 2.
In the 97 minute orbit of HST, WD 1145+017 is visible
for about 50 minutes. The orbital period of the fragment
is ≈ 270 minutes, about a factor of 3 times the HST
orbital period. In 2016, five consecutive HST orbits were
executed, covering three separate parts of the orbital
phase. In 2017, we improved our observing strategy by
setting up two groups of observations with 3 orbits each,
separated by 10 orbits in between. This set-up allows
us to have an almost complete phase coverage. In 2018,
we used a similar set-up as those in 2017. Unfortunately
due to a gyro failure, only 3 orbits worth of data were
obtained.
2.2. Spitzer Photometry
WD 1145+017 was observed with Spitzer/IRAC at
4.5 µm under program #13065. Following our previous
set-up on the same target (Xu et al. 2018a), the science
observation had 1140 exposures with 30 sec frame time
in stare mode. The total on-target time was 9.5 hr, cov-
ering a little over two full 4.5-hr cycles. Data reduction
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Figure 2. UV and optical light curves of WD 1145+017 from 2016 to 2018. The optical and UV data were taken within one
night. The black line represents the best fit model for a given night. The pink and grey shaded area marks the phase range
used to calculate the average transit depth in Table 5.
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Figure 3. Spitzer 4.5 µm and optical light curves of
WD 1145+017 in 2018. The black line represents the best
fit model to the data.
was performed following procedures outlined in Xu et al.
(2018a), and the light curve is shown in Fig. 3. There
is one transit (Dip A) marginally detected with Spitzer
around phase 0.3.
2.3. Optical Photometry
We have arranged optical photometric monitoring
around the same time of HST and Spitzer observations.
We present the highest quality optical light curves here;
the logs are listed in Table 2. We briefly describe each
observation.
2016 Meyer observation: The 0.6m Paul and Jane
Meyer Observatory Telescope in the Whole Earth Tele-
scope (WET) network (Provencal et al. 2012) was used
for observing WD 1145+017 during the 2016 HST win-
dow. The exposure time is 60 sec and weather conditions
were moderate with some passing clouds. This epoch
of observation has been reported in Xu et al. (2018a),
together with simultaneous VLT/Ks band and Spitzer
4.5 µm observations.
2017 MuSCAT observation: MuSCAT is mounted at
the 188-cm telescope at the Okayama Astrophysical Ob-
servatory in Japan (Narita et al. 2015). We observed the
target in g, r, and zs bands simultaneously with 60 sec
exposure time in each filter. No color difference was de-
tected and the g-band light curve is presented, which
has the highest quality.
2017 DCT observation: We observed WD 1145+017
from the 4.3-m Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) us-
ing the Large Monolithic Imager (LMI, Massey et al.
2013). A series of 30 s exposures in V-band were taken
using 2x2 pixel binning under thin cirrus. The data
reductions were similar to those described in Dalba &
Muirhead (2016); Dalba et al. (2017). Aperture pho-
tometry was performed on the target as well as suitable
reference stars to generate light curves. This procedure
was repeated for a range of photometric apertures. The
aperture and the set of reference stars that maximized
the photometric precision away from the dimming events
were used to generate the final light curve.
2018 NASACam Observation: On both Apr 25 and
26, the V-band filter was used with an exposure time
of 60 sec. These data were reduced and analyzed fol-
lowing the DCT observations. As shown in Fig. 3, the
optical light curve was rather noisy due to the proximity
(<30 deg) of the nearly fully illuminated (>75%) Moon.
Nevertheless, Dip A is well detected in the optical light
curve and there is also a weaker Dip B around phase
0.8. Our long-term monitoring of WD 1145+017 over
this period (Gary et al. in prep) shows that Dip B is
changing quickly, while Dip A is relatively stable. We
will focus on Dip A for the following analysis.
2018 Perkins Observation: The PRISM instrument
(Janes et al. 2004) mounted on the 1.8-m Perkins
telescope at Lowell Observatory was used to observe
WD 1145+017. The exposure times were 45 s. On
April 29, the sky was clear but it was windy. The wind
continued on April 30 and patchy cirrus was present.
On both nights, the seeing was consistently greater than
2.′′0. These observations were reduced and analyzed in
the same fashion as the DCT observations.
In addition, WD 1145+017 has been monitored on a
regular basis by amateur astronomers using the 14-inch
telescope at the Hereford Arizona Observatory (HAO)
and a 32-inch telescope at Arizona (some of the obser-
vations have been reported in Rappaport et al. 2016;
Alonso et al. 2016; Rappaport et al. 2017; Gary et al.
2017; see details in those references). We also utilized
light curves obtained from the University of Arizona’s
61 inch telescope, a 14-inch telescope at Cyprus, a 32-
inch IAC80 telescope on the Canary Islands, as well as a
20-inch telescope in Chile. We use optical photometric
observations that were taken closest in time with our
spectroscopic monitoring described in the next section.
2.4. Optical Spectroscopy
WD 1145+017 has been observed intensively with dif-
ferent optical spectrographs from 2015-2018. A sum-
mary of the observing log is listed in Table 3.
Keck/HIRES: High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer
(HIRES; Vogt et al. 1994) on the Keck I telescope has
a blue collimator and a red collimator. HIRESb was
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used more frequently for observing WD 1145+017 be-
cause it covers shorter wavelengths, where most circum-
stellar lines are located, approximately the green region
(X-SHOOTER UVB arm) shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 1. For HIRES observations, the C5 decker was used
with a slit width of 1.′′148, returning a spectral resolu-
tion of 40,000. The exposure times vary to ensure a
signal-to-noise ratio of at least 10 in a single exposure.
Data reduction was performed with the MAKEE pack-
age. We also continuum normalized the spectra with
IRAF following procedures described in an early study
of WD 1145+017 (Xu et al. 2016). Thanks to the high
spectral resolution of HIRES, we can resolve the profiles
of individual absorption lines and separate the photo-
spheric component from the circumstellar component.
Keck/ESI: WD 1145+017 has also been observed with
the Echellette Spectrograph and Imager (ESI; Sheinis
et al. 2002) on the Keck II telescope. A slit width of 0.′′3
was used, which returns a spectral resolution of 14,000.
Similar to the HIRES analysis, data reduction was per-
formed using both MAKEE and IRAF. The main advan-
tage of ESI is its wider wavelength coverage and shorter
integration times due to its lower spectral resolution.
The ESI dataset is well suited to probe short-term (tens
of minutes) variations of the circumstellar lines.
VLT/X-SHOOTER: WD 1145+017 has been observed
with X-SHOOTER (Vernet et al. 2011) on the VLT
at the same time as the 2016 HST observation. The
weather conditions were decent with some thin clouds.
X-SHOOTER has three arms, i.e. UVB, VIS, and
NIR, which provide simultaneous wavelength coverage
from the atmospheric cutoff in the blue to K band.
WD 1145+017 is too faint to be detected in the NIR arm
and here we focus on the UVB and VIS arms. A series
of short exposures was taken to monitor the variations
of the circumstellar lines. The data were reduced us-
ing the XSHOOTER pipeline 2.7.0b by the ESO quality
control group. The final combined spectrum is presented
in Fig. 1.
3. TRANSIT ANALYSIS
To model the light curve, we follow previous studies of
fitting asymmetric transit (e.g. Rappaport et al. 2014)
by adopting a series of asymmetric hyperbolic secant
(AHS) functions with the following form:
f(p) = f0 [1− fdip(p)] ≡ f0
(
1−
∑
i
2fi
e
p−pi
φi1 + e
− p−piφi2
)
.
(1)
where i represents the number of AHS component, pi is
the phase of the deepest point in a transit, φi1 and φi2
represent the phase duration of the ingress and egress,
respectively.
Assuming the light curves have the same shape but
different depth at different wavelengths, we can fit the
light curve at another wavelength as:
fλ(p) = fλ,0 [1− dλ fdip(p)] (2)
There are only two free parameters, fλ,0, which char-
acterizes the continuum level, and dλ, which represents
the transit depth ratios. fdip(p) can be taken from the
best fit parameters from Equ. (1).
3.1. 4.5µm and Optical Transits
We fitted Dip A with one AHS function and the best
fit models are shown as black lines in Fig. 3. We cal-
culated the transit depth ratios between 4.5 µm and
optical, as listed in Table 4. We also list the ratios cal-
culated for 2017 and 2018 epochs (Xu et al. 2018a) and
take the average value d4.5µm/dopt of 0.235 ± 0.024. Af-
ter correcting for the contribution from the dust disk
at 4.5 µm, the transit depth ratio between 4.5 µm and
optical is 0.995 ± 0.119, consistent with unity.
In Fig. 4, we compared the new measurements with
Mie scattering cross sections of astronomical silicates
calculated by Draine & Lee (1984) and Laor & Draine
(1993). The astronomical silicates is not a real mineral,
and its real and imaginary refractive index are calculated
from a combination of lab measurements and actual as-
tronomical observation of circumstellar and interstellar
silicate dust (Draine & Lee 1984). Our transit observa-
tions cover 0.12 µm3 to 4.5 µm and yet no wavelength
dependence caused by the transiting material has been
detected. The result is consistent with our previous find-
ing that either the transiting material has very few small
grains or it is optically thick (Xu et al. 2018a).
In addition, the out-of-transit flux at 4.5 µm in 2018
is 52.7 ± 4.7 µJy, which is consistent with 55.0 ±
3.2 µJy reported in 2016 and 2017 (Xu et al. 2018a).
The infrared fluxes of WD 1145+017 are surprisingly
stable given the transit behavior has changed dramat-
ically during the past few years. A recent study by
Swan et al. (2019) has found that WD 1145+017 is vari-
able in the WISE W1 band (3.4 µm). The cause is
unclear due to the sparse sampling of WISE and the
variability could either come from the transits or the
disk material. Infrared variability of white dwarf dust
disks has been reported up to 30% at the IRAC bands
(Xu & Jura 2014; Xu et al. 2018b; Farihi et al. 2018)
and the proposed scenario is tidal disruption and dust
production/destruction. It is evident that dust is con-
stantly produced and destroyed around WD 1145+017
3 The 0.12 µm COS light curve is analyzed in Section 5.
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Table 3. Optical Spectroscopic Observations of WD 1145+017
Instrument Wavelength Resolution Date (UT) Exposure Times
Keck/HIRESb 3200–5750 A˚ 40,000 2015 Apr 11 2400s×3
Keck/ESI 4700–9000 A˚ 14,000 2015 Apr 25 1180s × 2
Keck/HIRESr 4700–9000 A˚ 40,000 2016 Feb 3 1800s×9
Keck/HIRESb 3200–5750 A˚ 40,000 2016 Mar 3 1259s, 2400s×5, 2000s, 1440s, 2400s×2
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2016 Mar 28 1300s, 900s×2, 600s×25
VLT/X-SHOOTER 3100–10,000 A˚ 6200/7400a 2016 Mar 29 280s/314sa × 29
Keck/HIRESb 3100–5950 A˚ 40,000 2016 Apr 1 1200s×9
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2016 Nov 18 600s×6
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2016 Nov 19 600s×11
Keck/HIRESr 4715–9000 A˚ 40,000 2016 Nov 26 1800s ×2
Keck/HIRESr 4780–9200 A˚ 40,000 2016 Dec 22 1500s
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2017 Mar 6 600s×3, 480s×3
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2017 Mar 7 600s×6
Keck/ESI 3900–9300 A˚ 14,000 2017 Apr 17 500s×8
Keck/HIRESb 3100–5950 A˚ 40,000 2018 Jan 1 900s×5
Keck/HIRESb 3100–5950 A˚ 40,000 2018 Apr 24 1200s×5, 1000s, 1350s× 2
Keck/HIRESb 3100–5950 A˚ 40,000 2018 May 18 1200×5
aThe first number is for the UVB arm while the second number is for the VIS arm.
Figure 4. Mie extinction cross-section ratios versus wave-
length using astronomical silicates (Draine & Lee 1984; Laor
& Draine 1993) for a particle radius s from 0.2 to 10 µm. For
each curve, a bulge peaks at s × pi/2 is a characteristic of
the Mie scattering cross section. The other two peaks at 10
µm and 20 µm are the absorption cross section of astronom-
ical silicates. Black dots are the measured transit depths
ratios in WD 1145+017 and grains smaller than 2 µm are
inconsistent with the observation
Table 4. Spitzer and Optical
Transit Measurements
Epoch Dip d4.5µm/dopt
2016 A1 0.256 ± 0.032
2017 B2 0.309 ± 0.075
2017 B3 0.239 ± 0.026
2018 A 0.137 ± 0.044
Average 0.235 ± 0.024
yet its infrared fluxes remained unchanged. In addi-
tion, the canonical geometrically thin optically thick
disk aligned with the transiting material can not repro-
duce the strong infrared excess (Xu et al. 2016). Either
the dust disk is misaligned with the transiting object
or the disk has a significant scale height. Numerical
simulations have shown that white dwarf dust disks can
have a vertical structure when there is a constant input
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of material (Kenyon & Bromley 2017a,b). However, it
is still a puzzle given the stable 4.5 µm flux.
3.2. UV and Optical Transits
For the 2016, February 2017, and 2018 observations,
we started by fitting the optical light curves with AHS
functions because they have good phase coverage. For
the June 2017 observations, we started with the UV light
curve because the optical light curve only covers a small
phase range. The best fit models are shown in Fig. 2
and the UV-to-optical transit depth ratios are listed in
Table 5. Here, we are reporting the average ratio for a
given epoch and this number could differ for each dip.
The UV transit depths are always shallower than those
of the optical, which is rather surprising given the con-
stant transit depth from optical to 4.5 µm presented in
Sectio 3.1. In addition, the UV-to-optical transit ratios
also appear to be changing at different epochs.
To quantify the strength of a transit, we introduce D,
D =
1
p2 − p1 ×
∫ p2
p1
f0 × fdip(p)dp, (3)
where p1 and p2 represent the phase interval of interest
and f0 and fdip(p) are taken from the Equ (1). It is sim-
ilar to the mean transit depth used in Hallakoun et al.
(2017).
For each epoch, we selected two phase ranges and cal-
culated the corresponding transit depths, as listed in
Table 5. The transit depths are different for different
dips.
4. SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
With this extensive spectroscopic dataset, we updated
the white dwarf models to consistently fit the optical
and UV spectra of WD 1145+017. We have also de-
veloped new models for the circumstellar lines. Details
will be presented in Fortin-Archambault et al. (in prep)
and Steele et al (in prep). In the following analysis, we
present some preliminary results of the calculation to
help us understand different components of the absorp-
tion features.
4.1. Long-term Variability
To assess the long-term variability of the absorption
features, we selected three representative regions, i.e.
Mg II doublet around 4481 A˚, Si II 6347 A˚, and Fe II
5169 A˚, whose transitions come from a lower energy level
of 8.86 eV, 8.12 eV, and 2.89 eV, respectively. Both Mg
II 4481 A˚ and Si II 6347 A˚ primarily have a photospheric
contribution due to the high lower energy level of the
transition, while Fe II 5169 A˚ has both photospheric
and circumstellar contributions (Xu et al. 2016). The
spectra covering those regions are shown in Fig. 5. From
2015 to 2018, the shapes of the circumstellar lines have
changed significantly, from being both blue-shifted and
red-shifted (April 2015), to mostly red-shifted (March
2016), to mostly blue-shifted (March 2017), and back
to being both blue-shifted and red-shifted (May 2018).
Likely, our observation has covered a whole precession
period of ∼ 3 years.
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Figure 5. A compilation of spectra around Fe II 5169 A˚, Mg
II doublet 4481 A˚, and Si II 6347 A˚ in the reference frame of
the observer. The red line represents our preliminary white
dwarf photospheric model spectrum computed to match the
instrument resolution (Fortin-Archambault et al. in prep).
The pink line marks the average radial velocity of photo-
spheric lines, which is at 42 km s−1. The pink shaded area
marks the wavelength range for calculating the absorptione
line strength F abs defined in Equ. (4). The absorption fea-
ture around 250 km s−1 at the Fe II 5169 panel is caused by
circumstellar absorption of Mg I at 5173 A˚, which is visible
during some epochs.
In stellar spectroscopy, equivalent width is often used
to characterize the strength of an absorption line. How-
ever, it is not suitable here because of the irregular line
shape. We quantify the average strength of an absorp-
tion line over the wavelength range ∆λ as
F abs = 1−
∑
i
Fabs,i × dλi
FWD ×∆λ , (4)
where
∑
i
dλi = ∆λ, which is the total absorbing wave-
length/velocity range. FWD is the white dwarf contin-
uum flux without any absorption from heavy elements,
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Table 5. UV and Optical Transit Measurements
Date duv/dopt
a Phase Dopt
b α¯c β¯c
2016 Mar 28-29 0.531 ± 0.020 0.29-0.39 0.295 ± 0.038 0.705 ± 0.038 0.373 ± 0.103
0.20-0.40 0.209 ± 0.026 0.791 ± 0.026 0.556 ± 0.071
2017 Feb 18-19 0.625 ± 0.018 0.30-0.40 0.150 ± 0.015 0.850 ± 0.015 0.715 ± 0.038
0.40-0.60 0.188 ± 0.016 0.812 ± 0.016 0.642 ± 0.045
2017 Jun 6-7 0.924 ± 0.068 0.15-0.25 0.021 ± 0.006 0.979 ± 0.006 0.975 ± 0.009
0.10-0.30 0.011 ± 0.003 0.989 ± 0.003 0.987 ± 0.004
2018 Apr 30-May 1 0.746 ± 0.036 0.80-0.90 0.102 ± 0.009 0.898 ± 0.009 0.835 ± 0.020
0.20-0.40 0.107 ± 0.030 0.893 ± 0.030 0.828 ± 0.051
aThe average optical-to-UV transit depth ratio for a given epoch.
bDopt is the average optical transit depth for the given phase range, as defined in Equ. (3).
c α¯ and β¯ are defined in section 5.
which is approximately 1 for a normalized spectrum.
Fabs,i is the flux of an absorption feature at each wave-
length λi and dλi is the wavelength interval.
The pink shaded area in Fig. 5 marks the velocity
range for calculation. For Mg II and Si II, F abs =
F phot, which is the average flux of photospheric absorp-
tion because there is little contribution from circumstel-
lar absorption. For Fe II, F abs = F phot + F cs, because
both photospheric and circumstellar material contribute
to the absorption feature. F cs represents the average
flux of circumstellar absorption over a given wavelength
range. The average absorption line strength as a func-
tion of observing date is shown in Fig. 6. Even though
the shapes of the circumstellar lines have changed sig-
nificantly, the average line strength remains the same
from 2015 to 2018, both for circumstellar and photo-
spheric components. Therefore, there are no changes in
the compositions of the white dwarf photosphere or the
circumstellar material.
4.2. Line Strength Comparison
The number density of absorption lines is higher in
the UV/blue compared to the optical (see Fig. 1 for
an example). We selected three regions to assess the
overall contribution from photospheric and circumstel-
lar absorption, A. 1330–1420 A˚ (COS segment A), B.
3200–3900 A˚ (similar to ULTRACAM u’ band reported
in Hallakoun et al. 2017), C. 6200–6900 A˚ (similar
to ULTRACAM r’ band). We can compare the flux
of WD 1145+017 in those wavelength ranges with a
metal-free white dwarf with the same system parameters
(FWD, which is defined as 100%) and a polluted white
0.0
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Fe II 5169
0.0
0.1
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Mg II 4481
57200 57400 57600 57800 58000 582000.0
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0.2
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F a
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Figure 6. Average line strength on a given night as a func-
tion of the observing date. The red dashed line indicates the
average value and the pink shaded area marks the standard
deviation. The strength of the absorption lines has been the
same since 2015.
dwarf with only photospheric absorption (for F phot,
models are from Fortin-Archambault et al. in prep). The
results are listed in Table 6.
In the UV, the photospheric and circumstellar lines
are ubiquitous, and absorb 43% of the white dwarf flux.
In comparison, in the optical, the absorbed flux is rel-
atively small compared to the white dwarf flux and the
effect becomes even smaller at longer wavelengths. As a
result, circumstellar lines will have a much larger effect
on the overall UV flux than the broad-band optical flux,
as has been first discussed in Hallakoun et al. (2017).
We caution that this kind of calculation is very sensi-
tive to the choice of the continuum flux, particularly for
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the UV observations where there is essentially no mea-
sured continuum. We estimated the uncertainty, using
the relatively clean part of the spectrum, to be about 5%
for COS observations and 2% for HIRES observations.
That is the dominant source of error in Table 6.
Table 6. WD 1145+017 Flux Comparison
2016 Mar 29 2016 Apr 01 2016 Feb 3
COS HIRESb HIRESr
(1300–1420 A˚) (3200–3800 A˚) (6100–6700 A˚)
FWD 100 ± 5% 100 ± 2% 100 ± 2%
F abs 42.7 ± 5.5% 4.2 ± 2.7% 1.3 ± 2.8%
F phot 19.0 ± 5.4% 1.5 ± 2.8% 0.7 ± 2.8%
F cs 23.8 ± 2.3% 2.7 ± 2.7% 0.6 ± 2.8%
Note—FWD is the flux of a metal-free white dwarf with the
same parameters as WD 1145+017 (e.g. black line in Fig. 1).
F abs is calculated directly from the observed spectra, which
represents the total amount of photospheric and circum-
stellar absorption. F phot is absorption from photospheric
absorption, which is calculated from white dwarf models
with the same parameters and abundances as WD 1145+017
(Fortin-Archambault et al. in prep). F cs is calculated as
F abs - F phot.
4.3. Short-term Variability
There are several epochs where we have continu-
ous spectroscopic observations that cover a deep tran-
sit, suitable for assessing short-term variability of the
absorption lines. An example is shown in Fig. 7.
During the transit, the absorption feature becomes
weaker. Thanks to the continuous optical monitoring
of WD 1145+017, we were able to design our spectro-
scopic observations such that they cover both in-transit
and out-of-transit spectra, as shown in Fig. 8. We
found that circumstellar lines become shallower during
a transit but there is little change in photospheric line
strength. This effect is most prominent when there
is a deep transit. Previous spectroscopic studies were
around the time when the circumstellar line was mostly
red-shifted and only a reduction of line strength in the
red-shifted component has been reported (Redfield et al.
2017; Izquierdo et al. 2018; Karjalainen et al. 2019) and,
this study reports the same characteristics apply to the
blue-shifted component.
As discussed in section 4.1, the average strength of the
absorption lines (both photospheric and circumstellar)
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Figure 7. Simultaneous photometric and spectroscopic ob-
servations of WD 1145+017 on March 28, 2016. The top
panel is the optical light curve taken with the 61-inch tele-
scope at Arizona; the middle panel is the Keck /ESI spectra
centered around Fe II 5169 region; the bottom panel is in-
dividual spectra divided by the average spectrum around Fe
II 5169. During a transit, the absorption feature becomes
shallower.
has remained the same for the past few years. Now we
can use every single exposure to assess any possible cor-
relation between the transit depth and the absorption
line strength. We focus again on Fe II 5169 A˚ and Si
II 6347 A˚. For every spectrum, we calculated the ab-
sorption line strength F abs using Equ. (4) as well as
the average optical transit depth Dopt from the opti-
cal light curve during the time interval when the spec-
trum was taken using Equ. (3)4. The result is shown
in Fig. 9. There is a strong anti-correlation between
the line strength of Fe II 5169 A˚ and the optical transit
depth, while the absorption line strengths do not vary
much for Si II 6347 A˚. We performed the same analy-
sis around other absorption features and found a sim-
ilar pattern: no short-term variability around absorp-
tion lines with only a photospheric component and an
anti-correlation between line strength and transit depths
among lines with both photospheric and circumstellar
contributions.
5. INTERPRETATION
Now we explore a toy model that can explain the in-
terplay between circumstellar line strength and transit
depth. With an orbital period of 4.5 hr, the dusty frag-
ment has a semi-major axis of 90RWD. The circumstel-
lar lines can be modeled by a series of eccentric gas rings
4 Typically, the spectroscopic and photospheric observations
were taken within one night.
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Figure 8. In and out-of-transit spectra around Fe II 5169 A˚. The in-transit spectra were shown in pink while out-of-transit
spectra where shown in grey. The average optical transit depth D was listed in pink. From top left to bottom right, the panels
were arranged in increasing average transit depth D. When there is a deep transit, circumstellar lines become shallower, while
photospheric lines remain the same.
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Figure 9. Absorption line strength for individual exposure as a function of transit depth for Si II 6347 A˚ (102 data points)
and Fe II 5169 A˚ (141 data points). The dots are color-coded by the year of the observation. The typical error bar is shown
in the upper right corner of each panel. There is a strong anti-correlation between the absorption line strength of Fe II 5169 A˚
and the optical transit depth with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of -0.68, while such a correlation does not exist for the Si
II 6347 A˚ with a correlation coefficient of -0.06.
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and the large line width suggests that most of the gas
is located close to the white dwarf (e.g. 20-30RWD in
Cauley et al. 2018), within the orbit of the transiting
fragment. In addition, our model assumes the fragment
and the circumstellar gas to be co-planar. A cartoon il-
lustration of our proposed geometry is shown in Fig. 10.
The transiting fragments are ∼ 1000 K and they emit
negligible amount of flux at the UV and optical. The
out of transit flux Fout can be calculated as:
Fout = FWD − F phot − F cs, (5)
where the definitions of FWD, F phot, and F cs are the
same as in Section 4. Depending on the temperature,
circumstellar gas could have some emission as well. F cs
represents the combined flux for the circumstellar gas.
From the observed spectra, we know the net result is
absorption.
During a transit, the dusty fragment can block dif-
ferent fractions of the white dwarf and the circumstellar
gas. We introduce two new parameters α and β: α char-
acterizes the fraction of white dwarf flux visible during a
transit while β characterizes the fraction of circumstel-
lar absorption visible during a transit. The flux during
a transit can be calculated as:
Fin = α× (FWD − F phot)− β × F cs (6)
If the circumstellar material covers uniformly the whole
white dwarf, α would be equal to β during a transit.
We can calculate the average transit depth as:
D=
∫
(Fout − Fin)dp∫
Foutdp
= 1−
∫ p2
p1
[α(p)× (FWD − F phot)− β(p)× F cs]dp
[FWD − F phot − F cs]× (p2 − p1)
= 1− α¯× (FWD − F phot)− β¯ × F cs
FWD − F phot − F cs
(7)
where α¯ ≡ ∫ p2
p1
α(p)dp/ (p2 − p1) and β¯ ≡
∫ p2
p1
β(p)dp/
(p2 − p1). For a given phase interval (p2 − p1), α¯ rep-
resent the average fraction of detectable light from the
white dwarf and β¯ represents the fraction of visible cir-
cumstellar gas. They are geometrical parameters and
independent of wavelength. The average transit depth
D depends on α¯, β¯, FWD, Fphot, and Fcs.
In the optical, Fphot  Fwd and Fcs  Fwd (see Ta-
ble 6). We can simplify Equ. (7) as:
Dopt ≈ 1− α¯. (8)
The average optical transit depth Dopt has been mea-
sured in Table 5, and we can calculate the corresponding
α¯.
In the UV, Fphot and Fcs are comparable to Fwd so
we need to use Equ. (7):
Duv = 1− α¯× (FWD,uv − F phot,uv)− β¯ × F cs,uv
FWD,uv − F phot,uv − F cs,uv
(9)
Table 5 can be used to calculate Duv and α¯. FWD,uv,
Fphot,uv, and Fcs,uv have been reported in Table 6 in
the column labeled COS. Now we can solve for β¯ using
Equ. (9) and the results are also listed in Table 5. We
see that α¯ and β¯ are often unequal; this can be explained
as the dusty fragment blocking different fractions of the
circumstellar gas and the white dwarf light. In addition,
both α¯ and β¯ varied for different dips, suggesting that
the coverages of dusty fragment over circumstellar gas
and white dwarf are different.
In Fig. 9, we explored an anti-correlation between the
optical transit depth, Dopt, and absorption strength,
F abs. Spectroscopically, β¯ can be calculated as:
β¯ =
F abs,in − F phot,in
F abs,out − F phot,out
. (10)
We have shown in section 4.1 and 4.3 that the pho-
tospheric line strength is constant (F phot,in=F phot,out).
Around Fe II 5169, F abs,out = 0.144±0.018 (from Fig. 6)
and (F cs/F phot)≈ 2 (from fitting the line profile, Fortin-
Archambault et al. in prep). F abs,in has been measured
for individual epoch in Fig. 9. As a result, β¯ can also
be directly calculated for an individual spectrum. α¯ is
related to the optical transit depth through Equ (8).
We can now re-arrange the measurements in Fig. 9 to
represent α¯ and β¯ in Fig. 11.
There are two ways to determine β¯, from spectroscopic
measurements (Equ. 10) and photometric measurements
(Equ. 9). We have shown that both sets of measure-
ments yield a similar result in Fig. 11: α¯ and β¯ are
correlated. Such a correlation has been hinted in Hal-
lakoun et al. 2017. They showed in their Fig. 7 that
“bluing” is most prominent in the deepest transit and is
less visible for shallower transits.
As shown in Fig. 11, β¯ is always smaller than α¯, indi-
cating that the transiting object blocks a larger fraction
of the circumstellar gas than the white dwarf flux. This
is expected as long as the circumstellar gas does not uni-
formally cover the whole white dwarf surface. Because
the circumstellar lines are highly concentrated in the
UV, we detect much less UV circumstellar absorption
during a transit. As a result, the observed flux appears
to be higher in the UV compared to the optical and
therefore the UV-to-optical transit depth ratios are less
than unity. This is somewhat in analog to a spot occul-
tation during a transiting planet. Because a starspot is
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Figure 10. A cartoon illustration of our proposed configuration. The orbital plane of the gas disk is aligned with that of the
dusty fragment. During a transit, the fragment is blocking both the white dwarf and the circumstellar gas but with different
fractions.
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Figure 11. This figure is to show the correlation between
α¯ (the average fraction of white dwarf flux visible during a
transit) and β¯ (the average fraction of circumstellar absorp-
tion visible during a transit). α¯ can be directly measured
from the optical light curve. For β¯, the colored dots are from
spectroscopic measurements shown in Fig. 9 using Equ. 10,
while the purple stars are from photometric measurement
with Equ. 9. Both sets of measurements follow the same
trend and β¯ is always smaller than α¯. The 1:1 ratio line is
shown in grey.
fainter than the surrounding area, the light curve gets a
bit brighter when a planet transits across the starspot
compared to other parts of the stellar surface.
This model can quantitatively explain the shallower
UV transits observed around WD 1145+017. After cor-
recting for the change of circumstellar lines, the UV-
to-optical transit depth ratios are consistent with unity
from 2016 to 2018.
Note that an important conclusion of the model is
that the disintegrating object, circumstellar gas, and
the white dwarf are aligned along our line of sight –
the system is edge-on. This is expected because likely,
the circumstellar gas is produced by the sublimation or
collision of the fragments from the disintegrating objects
(Xu et al. 2018a). There could be some gas around the
same region of the dusty fragments and this analysis still
holds if the circumstellar gas extends beyond the orbit
of the dusty fragment. Shallower UV transits are ex-
pected as long as the transiting fragment is blocking a
larger fraction of the circumstellar gas compared to the
white dwarf surface.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we report multi-epoch photometric and
spectroscopic observations of WD 1145+017, a white
dwarf with an actively disintegrating asteroid. The main
conclusions are summarized as follows:
• There is a strong anti-correlation between circum-
stellar line strength and transit depth. Regardless of
being blue-shifted or red-shifted, the circumstellar lines
become significantly weaker during a deep transit. This
can be explained when the transiting fragment is block-
ing a larger fraction of the circumstellar gas than the
white dwarf flux during a transit.
• The shallow UV transit is a result of short-term
variability of the circumstellar lines. The UV transit
depth is always shallower than that in the optical. We
presented a model that can quantitatively explain this
phenomena due to the deduction of circumstellar line
strength during a transit and their high concentration
in the UV.
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• The orbital planes of the gas disk and the dusty frag-
ment are likely to be aligned. An important conclusion
of our model is the alignment between the transiting
fragment and circumstellar gas – the system is edge-on.
This is consistent with the picture that the gas is likely
to come from the fragment and is eventually accreted
onto the white dwarf.
• We have yet to detect any differences in the tran-
sit depths directly caused by the transiting material it-
self. We have not detected any wavelength dependence
caused by the transiting material at wavelengths from
0.1 µm to 4.5 µm. The transiting material must be ei-
ther optically thick at all of these wavelengths or mostly
consist of large particles.
One main puzzle left for WD 1145+017 is the loca-
tion and evolution of the dust disk, which could be con-
strained by future observations. Infrared spectroscopy
could put limits on the temperature, size, and composi-
tion of the dust disk while infrared monitoring can probe
the evolution of the disk.
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